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Controls and Options

Background
You play the mysterious Doctor.    Along with your faithful robot dog K-9, you travel 
through space and time in your trusty TARDIS (Time And Relative Dimensions In Space).  
The TARDIS unfortunately looks like an old-style British phone-box because the TARDIS 
chameleon circuit is malfunctioning.

You have materialized on Sclaros, home of the dreaded Daleks--mostly machine, partly 
organic creatures whose philosophy can be summed up in one word.

Luckily, the Daleks aren't very mobile or smart.    They tend to run into each other and 
blow up.    You also have your trusty Sonic Screwdriver which can put out a disrupting 
frequency which jamms the Daleks within a certain radius.    Unfortunately, the Sonic 
Screwdriver has a limited battery charge.    It can only be used three times.

Normally, you could escape via your Tardis, but the Time Lords (of which you are one) 
have put a force field around the planet.    You can't escape, but you can shift short 
distances.

Your goal is to eliminate as many Daleks as possible and retrieve the 5 pieces to the Key 
of Time--a powerful tool or weapon.    Once you have retrieved the Key of Time you will be
allowed to leave Sclaros.



Controls & Options

n Move The Doctor by using the arrow keys
n Holding the shift key while using an arrow key will move The Doctor diagonally.
n The Doctor (and all other parties) can't move beyond the edge of the window.
n Ctrl-S will activate the Sonic Screwdriver

n Ctrl-T will have The Doctor enter the Tardis and teleport to another location.    
WARNING:    There is a chance you will teleport on top of a Dalek and die, or the Daleks are
close enough to kill you.

n Avoid coming into contact with Daleks and their remains.
n Pick up the 5 pieces to the Key of Time by moving on top of them.

n Your faithful friend K-9 can help you at higher levels.    You can call K-9 by using Ctrl-K






